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BY CHRISTINE RAHLF

HOW KRAs DRIVE SUCCESSFUL

Employee Recruitment & Retention
What Is a KRA Job
Description?
A KRA is a critical job component that
helps define success for a role. A KRA
job description provides a detailed summary of what a job entails and what a
successful candidate looks like.
Rather than a list of numerous activities, most roles can be defined by four
to eight KRAs, each with subactivities
that help define the KRA and its expectations. Each KRA should have one or
more accountabilities – a measurable
result that is desired in that key area –
associated with it.
To further enhance results, percentages
can be assigned to each KRA to define
the relative importance to the overall
role. These KRAs can now be used as
weighted performance criteria.

With the recovering construction industry projecting
an annual job growth rate of 2.6% through 2022,1 the
shortage of qualified workers and increasing demand
has created a candidate’s market. Employers will need
to leverage every tool available to attract, hire, and
retain the right people.
One effective recruitment tool is a Key Results Area (KRA) job description. This
article will discuss the critical elements of a KRA and how it can help your company successfully identify, hire, and manage its employees.
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A traditional job description typically
consists of a position summary (one or
two sentences) followed by a description of the tasks and activities that make
up a particular job. For example, if your
company was hiring a controller, the
job description might look like this:

Position Title: Controller
Position Summary: The purpose of
this role is to manage the accounting
department and assure compliance with
accounting and industry standards.
Specific duties include:
• Manage A/R
• Manage A/P
• Manage payroll

• Perform financial checks on new customers

KRAs &

• Prepare monthly financial reports

Developing KRA job descriptions will pay off during the
interview process. Hiring managers often struggle to develop
relevant questions that accurately predict whether a candidate will excel in a particular job. As a result, they may resort
to questions that are irrelevant (e.g., “Can you tell us about
yourself?”) or leading (e.g., “Do you think customer service
is important?”).

• Manage bank relations
Many job descriptions list 25-50 activities and finish with the
ubiquitous “and other duties as assigned.” A job description
with a lengthy list of activities leaves candidates uncertain as
to the position’s true priorities and how success will be measured once they are hired. An ambiguous job description can
sabotage your hiring efforts and imply that your company
doesn’t know what it needs.
Top candidates expect a potential employer to be confident in what skills and abilities are required for success.
A detailed KRA job description provides candidates with
a clear picture of the critical elements of the role, what
activities support each element, and how success will be
measured.

Developing KRA Descriptions
Developing KRA job descriptions for each role within a company can be a daunting task. One way to begin is to develop
KRA job descriptions for current openings and then backfill
descriptions for other roles by department. Let’s look at how
to convert a traditional activity-based job description into a
KRA job description:
1) Review the current job description’s list of activities
and group them into 3-5 key areas.
2) Define KRAs based on these groupings.
3) Determine which activities can be measured and
include these as supporting activities.
4) Develop accountabilities.
The most difficult part of this exercise is developing accountabilities. If you have difficulty with this task, then review
the role to see if it is adequately defined with supporting
activities.
If you don’t know what defines success for a particular role,
then chances are a potential candidate won’t either. Every
role should have clear accountabilities. Failing to provide a
potential employee with a clear definition of success robs
them of the opportunity to shine.
Returning to the previous controller example, the KRA job
description for this position might look like Exhibit 1 on the
following page.

the

Job Interview

Discovering the Four Key Elements
In his book Hiring Talent, author and consultant Tom
Foster proposes that interview questions should be based on
discovering four key elements about the candidate:
1) Capability – Does the candidate have the aptitude for
the job?
2) Skill – Does the candidate have the technical ability
and actual experience to perform the job?
3) Interest – Is the candidate excited about the job?
4) Reasonable Behavior – Does the candidate have the
necessary work habits (e.g., positive attitude, attention to detail) and is he or she absent of any negative
habits that would prevent success? 2
A good KRA job description serves as a roadmap for developing questions that can unearth these four elements. Past
performance does predict future success. As an interviewer,
learn if the candidate has experience achieving the key
results that you seek.
For each KRA and associated activity, prepare a series of questions that explore the candidate’s capability, skill, interest, and
reasonable behavior. Foster recommends developing at least
10 questions for each KRA, which will yield approximately
40-80 interview questions.3

Sample KRA Questions
Using our sample controller KRA, let’s focus on one result
area, cash management. Here are some sample interview
questions based on this KRA:
1) Accounts Receivable
a. Can you tell me about a time you managed A/R?
(capability and skill)
b. What process did you use to track aging A/R?
(capability and skill)
c. What process did you use to pursue collections?
(capability and skill)
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d. What aspects of the A/R process do you find most
enjoyable and most challenging? (interest)
e. Tell me about a time you had a disagreement with
a customer. How did you handle that situation?
(reasonable behavior)
2) Project Billings
a. Can you walk me through the billing process at your
previous job? (capability and skill)
b. How did you motivate your team to ensure billings
were done accurately and on time? (interest)
c. What measures did you take to ensure positive cash
flow on major projects? (capability and skill)
d. What steps did you take when a project was underbilled or incorrectly billed? (reasonable behavior)
Each interview question is very specific and directly corresponds to one of the KRAs or its related tasks; such direct
and role-specific questions as these will allow you to quickly
gain an understanding of candidates’ skills and interests

and whether they are a good fit for the role. You will also be
able to quickly identify gaps in experience that will either
eliminate a candidate or indicate an area that will require
additional training and development should you choose to
hire him or her.
Another advantage to using KRA-based interview questions
is that it creates an independent and unbiased basis for
comparing candidates. By posing the same questions to each
candidate, you can rate candidates in each KRA and weigh
those ratings based on the relative importance of the KRA.
This helps prevent basing a hiring decision on a personality
bias toward a particular candidate or on experience in only
one or two key areas.

KRAs & Performance Management
The number one reason employees have cited for leaving their
jobs is “limited career or promotion opportunities.” 4 But what
that statistic doesn’t measure is the number of employees
that remain at their jobs but disengage from their roles,
unhappy and underperforming.

Exhibit 1: Sample Controller KRAs
POSITION TITLE: Controller
POSITION SUMMARY: The purpose of this role is to lead the accounting department and assure compliance with accounting and industry standards.
KRA

Description

Supporting Activities

1

Leadership

2

3

4

Accountabilities

Importance

• Recruit/hire qualified accounting staff
• Lead existing account staff
• Engage in industry and community

• Positions filled within three months
• Staff turnover <10%
• Participate in at least one event per quarter

20%

Financial
Management

• Prepare monthly financial reports
• Consolidate WIP projections and review
with operations
• Prepare accurate financial forecasting

• Accurate, on time reports each month
• +/- 1.5% forecasting accuracy

30%

Cash
Management

• Oversee and manage project billing process
• Manage A/P process
• Manage A/R process including resolving potential
collection issues
• Manage payroll process
• Work with purchasing department to leverage trade
credit and negotiate favorable terms with vendors

External
Relations

• Maintain relationships with current financial
services providers
• Keep abreast of all positive and negative developments
that impact banking and bonding capabilities and
relationships
• Develop and nurture secondary “fallback” provider
relationships
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• 10% average overbilling on projects
• Net DSOs < 48 days

30%

• All banking/bonding covenants met
• Secondary providers identified

20%

kras drive successful
Recr uitment & Retention

A DETAILED KRA JOB DESCRIPTION
provides candidates with a clear picture of the
critical elements of the role, what activities support
each element, and how success will be measured.
Ironically, many employers struggle to fill middle and senior
management positions, seeking outside candidates in a tight
labor market.
Companies must realize that in order to succeed, they need
to grow their own leaders by identifying high potential
candidates within the company and help them fulfill their
potential by providing them with meaningful performance
feedback, individual development goals, and career path
mapping. The performance appraisal process is a key component that supports career development.

The Performance Appraisal
A company’s appraisal process is most effective when the
appraisals tie directly to the KRAs of each role. Although
many companies have KRA job descriptions, they still maintain just a handful of appraisal templates for broad employee
categories (e.g., field, office, and supervisor). Criteria often
used in such appraisals include quality, effort, and initiative.
While these criteria are desirable, they are subjective and
impossible to measure.

steps if the KRA is not met, or set new goals and assign stretch
projects if the accountability has been met or exceeded.
Instead of focusing on justifying your ratings, you can focus
on performance improvement and career development.

Career Growth & Retention
Establishing KRAs for all of your company’s positions also
facilitates career path mapping for your high-potential
employees. By comparing KRAs for an employee’s existing
role to KRAs for the role he or she desires, you can identify knowledge and experience gaps and create a personal
development plan for them. This personal development plan
should include:
• Goals – What are some of the identified gaps in skill
and experience?
• Strategies – How are those goals going to be met?
• Resources – What people, material, and training
courses are available?
• Measurement – How will completion of the goals
be measured?

Instead of this one-size-fits-all approach, the appraisal
process should begin by establishing and communicating
to each employee their roles’ KRAs, tasks, and associated
accountabilities that will be measured. It is important that
both the employee and supervisor have a clear understanding of each KRA, how and when it will be measured, and
what constitutes success.

• Timeline – When will the goals be complete?

For example, if you are hiring a new controller and one of the
position’s critical goals is to improve cash flow, you should
establish an upfront agreement about how it is measured
(e.g., Days Sales Outstanding (DSOs)), how often it is measured (e.g., monthly), and the desired outcome and timing
(e.g., DSOs < 45 days within six months of hire).

For example, if your staff accountant wishes to move up
into the controller role, you may assign him or her a stretch
project to improve a business unit’s cash position through
leading a process improvement team focused on streamlining the billings and collections processes. You can even
formalize this into a temporary KRA with specific due dates
and metrics.

This ensures there will be no surprises during the performance review. Your controller will know exactly whether or
not he or she has met the KRA accountability; it will not be a
point of debate. During the face-to-face appraisal, you can have
a meaningful conversation about performance improvement

By utilizing KRAs to help create individual employee development plans and assigning stretch projects, you are recognizing the employee not only as a current contributor but
also as an essential part of your company’s future. This is key
to high potential employee retention.

You may also want to establish stretch projects that test an
employee’s capability to serve in a higher-level role. This
gives the employee the chance to take on added responsibility without setting him or her up to fail with a premature
promotion.
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Providing employees with a roadmap to career progression
within your organization helps deter them from searching for
advancement opportunities outside your company.

Summary
KRA role descriptions are not the silver bullet that solves
all of the challenges of employee recruitment, hiring, and
retention. Developing and using KRAs as part of your performance management system takes time and commitment.
However, in a tight labor market where qualified candidates
are hard to find and sometimes harder to keep, KRAs can be
the tool that gives you the edge over your competition in the
battle for top employees. n
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